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What are the teacher's strengths? (7 comments)
Comments from students who gave an average score qreater than or equa! to 4.5 for the computed overall

effectiveness of the teacher
1. - Extremely engaging. - Allows the class to think about important global issues. Encourages everybody to speak up and frame
their argument. - We even sent a letter to the UN, enclosed with outluggestions to amendlhe Human Rights Declaration, with
our tutor's initiative. - Took the time to send us individually an evaluation-on our overall progress, strength! and weaknesses.
2. Clear, concise, willing to explain concepts fully and simply
3. HE lS REALLY TALENTED lN TEACHING. He is very calm, controlled, knows what he's doing. He is creative in his teaching
approach. Once, to challenge our content-grasp, he played a-game with the class where we would be split into 4 groups and
had to work as a group to come up with an answer. This challenged me to think on the spot about what was taug[t and was a
9'- 1 memory-recall task. He also simulated a model united nations meeting during the last class and this enabled us to have a
n,. - MUN experience which was experiential learning at its finest. THIS TEACHER lS AWESOME! He's also really helpful and
willing to see us for consultation to ensure we write better essays which fit his expectations.
4- lnnovative teaching styles - like the Brain Ring game from Russia. Great focus on the "why" we should care about the topic,
with the lefter to the UN.
5-
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! Glttflltlg a $mrrraEy cf the varirrus arguments and lectures was very helpful. Tutorials are interesting.
2 lie rs at*e to ans\#er our questions,

and facilitate discussions in tutorials very effectively, and often adds valuable insight to

enitrarrce our leaming experience. He is also very encouraging.

what improvements would you suggest to the teacher? (5 comments)

C

ments from students who gave an average score qreater than or equal to 4.0 and less than 4.5 for the computed
overalt effectiveness of the teacher
1. Fightthe Russians in Donbass.

Comments from students who gave an average score qreater than or equal to 4.5 for the computed overail
effectiveness of the teacher

1.2. Let students challenge each other more...
3. None, you rock Sasha
4. nil.

